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Some social media management companies market themselves as “best of breed” or “best of the bunch.” While having multiple or

greater capabilities is certainly better, it is not necessarily better. While the majority of the big social media management
companies offer great tools such as comments, ratings, and likes, Facebook has been unable to implement a program that will allow
a company’s page to be placed in the “suggested pages.” This means that a company with 50,000 likes on Facebook must pay for

another company’s 1000 likes in order for the company to be placed within the suggested pages. Without such a feature, a
company’s page could easily be overlooked within the vastness of Facebook’s suggested pages. If you don’t have a large following
of your own, don’t worry, social media management companies will usually accept smaller jobs in order to keep the costs low for
their clients.Q: Solving for $y$ in the equation $\frac{y}{x+y}=1$ (double solutions) $$\frac{y}{x+y}=1$$ This is a very easy
question, I would just plug in $y$ in the original equation and solve for $y$, but I couldn't find a solution manual anywhere that
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